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Campuswlde alcohol ban proposed
by J.R. Walker
Staff reporter

Holy bottlecaps, Batman! A state wide
ban of alcohol on college campuses?
It could happen, if House Bill 1515,
sponsored by Rep. Michael Heavey, DSeattle, ever takes effect that is.
According to student Lorna Jackson,
a Washington Student Lobby vice president, the bill would ban alcohol on all
campus property and facilities of all
Washington state universities.
What this means to Central students,
Jackson said, is that campus parties,
which are already illegal if someone

"Th.e LGAs will have to
be more like police."

- Carrie Nelson,
LGA at Moore Hall
under the age of 21 is consuming alcohol, would theoretically be out of the
question. Students over the age of 21
wouldn't be allowed to drink in their
dorm rooms either, Jackson said.
Not even wedding receptions in the
Samuelson Union Building or Presi-

dent Donald Garrity's house would be
exempt.
The bill was discussed during a WSL
conference call involving all the state's
universities, Jackson said.
"It was the opinion of the state associated student bodies and WSL not to
support this bill," Jackson said.
Jackson said.it was interesting this
bill was aimed only at college students
and not at other state facilities.
The idea of a campus-wide ban of
alcohol has gotten negative reactions
from some Central students.
"It's a bunch oflaw makers trying to
dictate what's being done," junior Jeff

Eidukas, 20, said. "It's symbolic (of
trying to prevent drunk driving deaths,
but) they're just making another law
that students will break."
"I'd like to see it (alcohol on campus)
gone,'' sophomore Steve Hopkins, 20,
said. "But I don't think it's possible."
"It'd be more of a hassle," said Carrie
Nelson, 19, a living group adviser at
Moore Hall. "The LGAs will have to be
more like police."
"That type of law won't work," BACCHUS president Mike Camp said. "The .
laws we have now don't work. They're
not enforced well enough."
Heavey was unavailable for comment.

Bikers beware:
They're baaaack!
by Mark Eaton
Staff reporter

.

Walt Atkinson/The Observer

Is this man going over 5 mph? Campus police will be checking soon
when they pull out and dust off their radar detector for use on Central~s bike paths.

Department chairs claim
confidence vote not answer
New document
calls for improved
communications
by Marla J. Pugh
Staff reporter

A document released Feb. 8
calling for a possible "no confidence" vote on Central's Provost Robert Edington has generated a second document
opposing such a vote.
The second document, released Friday to faculty chairs
and Senate members, outlines

concerns such an action would
have on legislative funding for
Central.
It also calls for renewed communication between department chairs and the provost
and suggests the election of a
"chair of chairs" to act as a key
communicator with the provost.
Signed by department chairs
Philip Backlund (Communication), Russ Schultz (music),
John Vifian (English) and
Rosco Tolman (foreign language), the draft urges faculty
who are against a coµfidence
vote at this time to send signed

copies to Faculty Senate Chair
Charles McGehee.
Backlund and Vifian were
unavailable for comment at
press time Tuesday, and
Schultz and Tolman declined
to comment on the issue.
"I'm really uncomfortable that
the first document got into the
newspaper," Schultz said. He
did not want to give out information on the counter-document.
McGehee said he had a copy
of the counter-document but

See EFFORTS I page 2

Campus police will begin
monitoring bicycle traffic on
campus with radar speed
checks by the start of spring
quarter, said Police Chief Al
Teeples.
The police are starting a
new campaign in hopes of
educating riders on bicycle
safety.
"At this point it is going to
be an educational effort," said
Teeples. Police plan to hand
out warnings and special
pamphlets to riders who are
caught speeding.
The pamphlet, written by
campus police, will outline
the bicycle safety rules set by
the WashingtonAdministrative Code (WAC). The code
sets the speed limit at 5 mph
on malls and service areas
and gives pedestrians the
right-of-way at all times.
Teeples said the pamphlet
and warning, which the department plans to issue at

first, are better than the $25
fine the WAC guidelines say
can be handed out for speeding.
Teeples said Central has
been "lucky" - only two accidents have occurred during
the last year. Campus police
receive about 10 complaints a
week regarding bicycles on
campus, he said.
Maurice Dube, a Western
Washington University history professor, was not lucky.
Dube was killed in January
1989 when he was hit by a
student on a mountain bike
in front ofhis home. When the
cyclist hit the 61-year-old
Dube he· was going approximately 40 mph and Dube was
killed instantly.
The volatile mix of bicycles
and pedestrians present
safety concerns for people
throughout campus. The
heavy traffic between classes,
especially on the Walnut mall

See RADAR I page 2
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Police say
robbers
not novices
From THEFTS I pg. 1

Backpack back, left intact

A

backpack stolen
from a woman's
car parked in the
H-section of
Brooklane Village last
Friday was recovered later
that day still intact, a
campus police report said.
The backpack contained
books and computer discs
valued at an estimated
$180.
The owner of the car said
she had accidently left it
unlocked the night before,
but nothing else in the car

"The best way to catch them
is in the act," s-aid Teeples.
Sgt. Tim Stowe said there
hasn't been any break-in activity since the last Friday and
thinks those reports that have
come in are left over from the
February 9-10 weekend.
"Some people don't check their
car for days at a ·time," said
Stowe. "That's what makes it
hard for us," he said.
Stowe said the thefts looked
like the work of experienced
thieves, appearing to have used
slim-jims. Stowe guesses that
three people might have been
working together with two
working on the car while the
other watched for people who
might see them.
"You can usually tell if it's
high school kids," said Stowe. From RADAR I pg.1
"They use things like screw- walkway, is where most people
drivers to break-in," he said.
feel the problems exist, Teeples
Chief Teeples advised people said.
on campus to make sure their
Last summer quarter a collicars are locked. Teeples also sion between two cyclists ocsaid to get the serial numbers cured at the north exit of the
of the stereo equipment and to Walnut bike path leaving one
engrave the owner's license man with a concussion and an
number on property incase it .eye injury.
turns up in a pawn shop.
Sgt. Stowe said he feels police
bicycle patrols are an effective
"At this point it is
combatant for car prowlers and
going to be an
hopes to start more with the
warm weather. Stowe said
educational
students can also act as eyes
effort."
and ears for campus police.
- Chief Al Teeples
All investigations ofthe thefts
are on going, said Teeples.
Travis Pike, the rider who was
M3S
!38
injured
in the accident, filed a
0 0 ~
l I ti 3 ~
3 M 'ff
law suit seeking compensation
S a 3 3 N
l 0 'ff l N 0 0
from Central. An out-of-court
3 l. I S
'ff 1 'ff
settlement was reached, said
0 I l 'ff ti ti 3
1 3 d 3 ti
I~
Sd'ff31::t
NOl3 Guy Bogdanovich, assitant atE>'f/1
S3 l 0 0
d I l.
torney general for the state at
VE>VS
M3N3~
13 the time.
~ v a v ~
s 3 1 v e3 a
"(The settlement) was for
11116tt[3il§:s 1 v 3 ~
substantially less than (Pike)
a 3 1 v 1 1 a 1 s n 1::t 1 asked," said Bogdanovich,
3 l 'ff
'ff l::t 3 d 0
ti · I 3
adding "a vast majority of
tl'ffO
S3l.'fftl
O'ffd
compenstation cases are settled
out of court."
Central was never held liable
for the accident, said

CAMPUS COPS
by Mark Eaton
was·taken, the report said.
The backpack was found on
a dirt road north of
Brooklane by. a parking
checker and returned to the
owner, the report said

A Kamola man was
transported to Kittitas

Litigation spawned
from bike collision
settled Out of court

for the new bicycle safety program are the concerns voiced .
· by groups like the Employee
Council.
The council sent a letter to its
500 employees Dec. 24, ·1990,
asking for input on bicycle
safety.
The responses were outlined
atthe monthly Employee Council meeting Feb.13.
Walt Haberman, assistant
chairman of the council, said
most letters commented on a
"total disregard for safety
shown by a large number of
bicycle operators."
Employees responding to the
bicycle safety issue felt the
situtation could be controlled
by stricter enforcement of the
WAC code.
The creation of new bicycle
paths was also mentioned as a
possible. solution to bicycle/
pedestrian congestion.
John Holman, director of
Facilities Management, said
the creation of more bicycle
paths is very low priority right
now with the other extensive
building projects (such as the
renovation of Barge Hall and
the building of the chimp lab)
using most of the funding.
Those voicing their opinions
seem to think speed is the main
~---------------------..,Bogdanovich.
factor in bike problems, said Other reasons Teeples gave Holman.

NOIJJllOS 31ZZnd

Ladies

$41.99

Black: Red
Grey : Bone
Blue : Blk/Grey/White
Grey/Wht/Pink : Blue/Wht/Pink

Men

Valley Community Hospital on Feb. 12, after he
passed out while suffering
from severe flu symptoms, a
campus police report said.
The man had passed out in
a bathroom at Kamola and
called the Ellensburg police
after regaining conscious-

ness, the report said.
An ambulance was dispatched to Kamola and a
campus police officer went
to the man's room to assist
him, the report said.
Paramedics checked out
the man's condition at
Kamola and then transported him to KVCH, the
report said.
A campus police officer
picked-up the man from
KVCH later that evening
and took him back to
Kamola, the report said.

Faculty Senate may
tackle provost issue
From EFFORTS I pg. 1
has received no response to
it.
He added that nothing concerning the first document
had come to the senate for
action.
The Faculty Senate executive committee met Wednesday to create the agenda for
the Feb. 27 meeting of the
full senate. That is the target
date for action·on a no confidence vote. Additions to the
agenda must be presented to
the committee before this

meetingto be included on the
agenda for discussion. However, the agenda schedule can
be ammended on the day of
the meeting, McGehee said.
Ken Hammond, chair of geography, and Dan Ramsdell,
chair of history, declined to
comment, adding that information concerning its progress .would be released soon.
Edington was unavailable
for comment at press time.
President Donald Garrity
continued to decline . comment, saying he could not
discuss personnel matters.

(A1]~NTION BODYBUILDERS)
If you haven't been to Better Life for your supplemental

needs--You've been missing out.
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Better Life Natural Foods -Your store for the future.
111W.6th Street
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BASIC FLEECE SEPERATES
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Sm al I to X - Large
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LETTERS FROM THE FRONT LINES

Sunrises, stars and burning refineries
Central students Bob Kerr and Dave Masters check in from the front in Saudi Arabia
Well it's "Saudi duty" time.
After more than a month at
Ft. Lewis, in Tacoma, getting
prepared for the trip, we
finally arrived in Saudi
Arabia Jan. 13.
We spent 27 hours on the
plane, making a stop at
Kennedy Airport in New
York and in Rome, Italy. We
couldn't disembark because
we were carrying our M-16
rifles.
We arrived at the military
airport in Saudi Arabia,
outside of Riyadh about 1 O
miles, but cowdn't land
because of weather conditions, so we flew to the
civilian airport inside the
city. After approval was
given to land, we landed but
were refused permission to
leave the plane. They wanted
us to wait until the weather
cleared and then fly the 10
miles back to the military
airport.
Two and a half hours later

There is not much more to
say except that by the time
you get this something will
have happened, I'm sure.
Oh, thank Dr. Kaufman for
giving me an A grade in my
class with him, but tell him
he mispelled my A as a "B."
If anyone wants to write, I
will be glad to receive letters
and will write back about
what is going on as well.

we were allowed to leave,
the Army-issue floor mats
unload the plane and bus to
which are actually just as
our new home. After all those hard as the floor.
hours on the plane, we all felt
The village is quite a unique
like something deep-fat fried. experience. Humvees with MWe are in a village called
60s are all over and there ·are
Escron. It was built for
many check points where the
nomads eight years ago, but
military police check your
they never movep in because
identification cards and
the buildings were too high
vehicles. There is also a lot of
(six stories). Not frequent
helicopter activity.
diners at the Space Needle, I
The population now is
bet.
probably 30,000 troops, but
The buildings are fairly nice, an estimated 100,000 will be
constructed of concrete and
here by the war's end.
marble with elevators. Each
We don't have much contact
floor has two to four apartwith the indigenous populaments with four rooms per
tion, security is very tight so
apartment, and also a sitting I don't know how they feel
room, three bathrooms and
about our presence. As for
one kitchen. I live in the
our own morale, I would say
kitchen.
it depends on the day. I
There are three people per
talked to a guy today who has
room, so roughly 15 per
been here for two months. He
apartment. It's actually not
, said at first they were really
too bad. The only problem is
busy, but for the last one and
there is no furniture. I
a half months they have just
brought a cot, but many
been killing time waiting wo
people are stuck sleeping on
see what is going to happen.

Take care,
Bob Kerr
This letter was dated Jan. 15,
the day before war broke out.
I'm writing about 100 miles
away from Kuwait City. I'm
with "B" Co. 4th Tank division and we're getting ready
to move in on the Iraqis.
Life here isn't too bad, the
food (is terrible) but spirits
are up. We aren't getting
much sleep because we have
a 24-hour watch set up.
We can see four burning oil

refineries, but we haven't had
any contact with the enemy
yet.
We should be in Kuwait
City by Jan. 30. The Iraqis
are jamming all radio stations, making contact with
other units difficult.
They are keeping most of
the news about the war from
us. Why this is we don't
know, but we are .very lost in
what's going on in the other
parts of this wonderful
country. I say wonderful for
those who love to sunbathe in
the sand. There's a heck of
alot of it here.
The only good things about
this place are the sunrises
and the stars at night.
Motivational pictures and
letters would be greatly
appreciated by myself and
others in my unit. My Copenhagen suppl~ is running low.
David S. Masters
This letter was dated Jan. 25

EDITOR'S NOTE: Bob and Dave want to hear from you! Write: SPC Robert E. Kerr,531-88-8148, Operation Desert Storm ARCENT 50th General Hospital
Chaplain Section, APO N.Y.'09772 and Cpl ..Dave Masters, 536 96 4491, '.'B" Co. 4thTBKN {2nd PLT), 2nd TBKN, FPO N.Y., 09502-0'191. Thanks!
'

War: Blacks 'do twice

t~e dying

and half the living'

mer delegate to Congress from ©1991 USA Today/ Apple Co/the Rev. Benjamin C~avis, an
Washington, D.C.
lege Information Network
anti-war activist from Cleveland.
·
But 10 percent of the front- r----------------.;;._________
In a ground war, one of three
line troops are expected to fall
U.S. soldiers on the front line
in the first month of ground
will be black or Hispanic.
fighting in the Persian Gulf.
So it stands to reason one of
That instills a fear that scores
three flag-draped coffins might
of the communities' youngest
bear the body of a Hispanic or
and brightest will come home
black soldier.
in body bags.
"We do twice the dying and
· Studies show that in Viethalfthe living," says civil rights
nam, the percentage of deaths
leader Walter Fauntroy.
among blacks was actually
In the United States, 12.4
lower than their percentage in
percent of the total population
military. nam-era conscripts.
is black and 7.4percent His"The ground war will be our
panic.
threshold of pain; our point of
"It's like they're good enough ,--:s;;.;:;o~u::;:;;n:;.;:d:..:u=n=a:::.:t::;.;n:.::·o:.::ti:.::'c:..:t~o~m~e:::.t-"~sa~i~d~-=anxI=::.·e::::.:t:.!.l. ".....:S::::fil::.:::::d~F:...::a:..::un~t:!.ro:::.z..?,:...::a:..:u~o:!.r_J
,
to serve their country, but not
to have civil rights," said Millie
Talley, of San Antonio.
Many men and women in the

by Debbie Howlett and
Judy Keen
USA Today

The

PersianGulfsaytheyarebenefiting from military activity.
"If you want to make something of yourself, it's up to the
indiv\dual, said Spc. Juan
Arvizu, 28, of Phoenix. "The
military is probably the fairest institution I know of."
Though support for the war
is high among Hispanics, several opinion polls show blacks
are evenly divided.
A majority of black members
ofCongressvotedagainstwar.
Black leaders disagree that
blacks are less patriotic.
"We've always been the first
people to die. That doesn't

925-951 I
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KCAT food dish empty
Department withdraws station's academic support
by J.R. Walker

that the KCAT staff, which consists of
30 student volunteers, organize as a
campus club to mote easily acquire
KCAT, Central's student-run, cam- support from Student Activities.
pus radio station, received a different
"We are doing what we can ... to meet
kind of valentine Feb. 14- one in the the needs of students and to recognize
form of a withdrawal of all academic their desire to continue the radio stasupport for the station in order to to tion," Backlund said."At the same time,
direct the broadcast major toward tele- we need to make some difficult decivision and away from radio.
sions regarding the future of our deThe station will continue to be run by partment. I think this agreement is a
students on a voluntary· basis.
step in the direction of meeting both of
In a memo to the dean of the College of those needs."
Letters, Arts and Sciences and to the
Taylor is optimistic about KCAT
vice president of Academic Affairs, Dr. surviving without academic support.
Phil Backlund, communication depart- It's been through a fire and been off the
ment chair, said beginning spring air before, he said, but"one way or anquarter the department will drop COM other it always seems to be there."
242 (Practical Radio News) from its
"It's not over yet," said senior Mark
class offerings. Students will no longer Lawson, the station's general manager.
receive academic credit for their volun- There has to be a happy medium and
tary work at the station either, accord- those at the station are going to try to
ing to the memo.
work something out, he said.
KCAT adviser Alan Taylor will be reLawson said he plans to talk to Robert
assigned to television courses effective Edington, vice-president of academic
the end of this quarter. Assistant com- affairs and to Cummings to give them
munication professor Roger Reynolds his opinion on the station's future.
will serve as temporary adviser to KCAT
"The station is run by the students for
through spring quarter.
the students," Lawson said. "It's run
Backlund suggested in the memo to like a business with all volunteers and
Dean Donald Cummings, of the CLAS, it's good expierience."
Staff reporter

Walt Atkinson/The Observer

Junior Rick Lange, a broadcast journalism major, will no longer receive
credit for his volunteer efforts as a disc jockey at KCAT.

Students clawing
at admissio·n s door
by Kristen Kail Absher
Staff reporter -

The demand to attend Central is at an all-time high despite increased academic requirements and a record-low
number of students in
Washington's high schools.
New student admissions will
be completely closed for fall
"soon," said Director of Admissions Jam es Maraviglia, adding the number of applicants
this year is expected to beat
last year's record high.
"We are under enormous
pressure," Maraviglia said.

By the first of the year the
admissions department had
already received 2,729 applications, about 500 more than
received a year ago, he said.
The enrollment lid set by the
Legislature, which is lower
than the university would like
because of the lack of funding,
makes it impossible for Central to accept all the students
that apply.
"About 500 to 700 qualified
students will have to be denied
acceptance," Maraviglia said.
"Students who should be able
to benefit from Central, should
be allowed in," he said.

CLOSE OUT ON

E-Z VINYL
LETTERS
ASSORTED COLORS & STYLES

50%oFF
Sierra Lite

REMEMBER,
FEBRUARY IS
BLACK HISTORY
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B&E club
can put all
the eggs in
its basket
The support-basket
debate between Residence
Hall Council and the
Business and Economics
Club has ended.
On Feb. 11, the Council of
Probity, set up by Central's
student Board of Directors
to handle club disputes,
ruled that RHC could not
sell its proposed "Fast-Aid"
support baskets as finalsweek fundraisers due to its
similarity to B&E's basket.
"They've got their ruling
and now they're going to
stop," said Russell
Johansen, director for
clubs and organizations.
"At this time, I'm not
going to pursue it any
further," said Ken Machtley, RHC chairperson.
Machtley refused to com-

ment further until he received an official statement
from the Council of Probity.
B&E Social Coordinator
Matt Braden said: "I'm happy
and relieved it's finally over.
It's been a long ordeal.
"I'm glad it's finished."

Inquiry
underway
in com.puter
•
m.1suse
case
Centr.al's Microcomputer
Lab, located in Black 213,
was shut down Feb. 8 for
an investigation into
computer misuse in the
laboratory.
According to James Haskett, Computer Services
director, someone "may
have misused one or two
microcomputers and
telephone systems."
Haskett confirmed the
one-day lab shutdown but

refused to comment further
on the investigation.
A computer containing a
bulletin board system
(BBS) has also been removed from the center. The
BBS allows those hooked
up to the system to leave
and receive messages.
Haskett said that the
computer is "not now
available."
The computers under
investig~tion did not hold
any student or other
university records, said
Haskett.
Ernie Garcia, Microcomputer Center director, has
been placed on "indefinite
assignment" since Feb. 7.
"A whistleblower has
accused me ... and they've
sent me home," said
Garcia.
Garcia is not allowed to go
on campus or speak to coworkers. Co-workers are
also not permitted to speak
with him and have been
told to refer all inquiries
about the investigation to
Haskett.

Garcia contacted lawyers to
file a grievance against the
university. He refused to
comment further unitl the
grievance is processed.

Opportunity
available for
grad study
in Japan
Central's International
Programs may have an
option for graduate students
who want to study in Japan.
Japan's Shimane University is offering two 18-month
scholarships, beginning in
October 1991, for graduate
students. One targets
geology majors, while the
other is for more general disciplines.
Applicants for the graduate
scholarship in "earth and
geo-environmental sciences"
must be 34 years old or
younger before April 1 and

must have already obtained
their undergraduate degree.
The second scholarship
has similar requirements to
the first, but applies to
graduate students who
wish to receive their
master's degree in any
other discipline offered by
Shimane.
A working level of Japanese is required for the
second scholarship because
geology is the only discipline at Shimane taught in
Japanese.
Andrew Skeen, a Central
graduate student, is currently at Shimane studying
Modern Japanese History.
The deadline for both
scholarships is the end of
March.
For more information,
contact Nomi Pearce in the
International Programs
office in Barge 103 or call
963-3612.

"News in Brief' stories were
compiled and written by
staff reporter Suzy LeMoine.
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EDITORIAL
OBSERVANCE

H~RY VP JOll#! I JUST

THAT GllY A1 160/

CLOC~Eb

O~ PONCI/!

Let's pU:t our house
in order, okay?
n case nobody else has noticed it, confidence in this
university is sinking to a new low.
As much as we'd like to pretend that our recent
squabbles and scandals have gone unheard outside
the desert, it just ain't so.
I recently made a social phone call to a reporter from
The Seattle Times I knew during my internship there a
few years ago - an alumnus of Central, no less - and
after a few pleasantries, she asked: ''What the hell is
going on over there? I hear the place is falling apart."
I didn't have much of an answer.
What the hell, indeed? Let's recap, shall we?
•April 1990. The player-payment scandal in athletics
topples its best-known figure.
• May 1990. A spedal meeting of academic department
heads discusses problems whh Provost Robert Edington.
•August 1990. Central's men's basketball program
draws a two-year suspension from playoff play.
•November 1990. The university's teacher education
program loses accrediation from the National Council for
the Accreditation of Teacher Education, a national board.
•January 1991. Dr. Jimmie Applegate, dean of the
university's School of Professional Studies, steps down for
vague reasons.
•February 1991. Now it's really getting fun. Not only
does the Faculty Senate publicly and bitterly divide itself
on an issue of marginal direct relevance - the Persian
Gulfl'M war - but now many of the same department
heads are gathering steam for another Edington-bashing
fest.
Nobody here should fool themselves even for a minute
that all this has gone unnoticed elsewhere. The newspapers know and the Legislature knows - and before long
both are going to do things to Central that will have an
ultimately negative effect here (expect an in-depth Seattle
news report on Central in the next month or two - not a
very nice one, either). The mood in Olympia this session
is not particularly charitable toward higher education.
And where state funding disappears, so will private
donations.
And so will our brightest academic and administrative
lights - like Applegate.
Before long, Central will be screwed - financially. And
by reputation·.
And I, for one, will be embarrassed to have a degree
from this place.
The sad thing is it doesn't have to be like that. It's time
to put our house in order, and I'm surprised it hasn't happened already. If that means getting rid of Edington do
it. Ifit doesn't, leave the guy alone already.
'
And the Faculty Senate - figure out just who supports
the stupid war and who doesn't. And then put it behind
you. Geez.
And ~CATE:-- ~owe lust after their approval, or don't
we? First we didn t care, and now I guess we do. Figure
that out, too. There are a bunch of people in your program
who want to know exactly what their certification is going
to be worth.
So everybody who thinks their closed conferences and
paper-peddling is a big secret - think again. The real
world's on to us. And it's not amused.
Get it together, Central.

I

- Jim Thomsen

LETTERS
Why not have
an outdoor
graduation?
We are graduating from Central this year. We have waited
four years for the opportunity
to participate in commencement this spring. We find it a
bonus that it happens to be the
centennial year at Central.
The location of commencement is the one thing that
bothers us.
Every year there is a problem
in that there are not enough
tickets available to graduates.
Three tickets makes it impossible for students with parents,
step-parents, grandparents
and spouses to make everyone
happy. The proposal of only
having two tickets makes this
even worse.
One aspect ·we believe has
been overlooked is to have it
outdoors. The football field
would accomodate all the students, including those graduating summer quarter, and any
family members wishing to
attend. Otherwise, not everyone will get the opportunity to
hear Gov. Booth Gardner
speak. The university will also
save money because it will not
have to hold two ceremonies.
The most obvious reason not
to have it outdoors would be

the weather. We do not ever the chain of command - the
remember it raining in early president or the provost, perJune in Ellensburg. As for the haps. They had not expressed
wind, the breeze would feel a position on the question and,
much betterthan the "very hot" moreover, they left the meeting before the vote was taken.
Nicholson Pavilion.
We encourage others planning All alternative explanation of
to graduate to contact the why the senate approved the
Registrar's office or the resolution without debate
ASCWU office with their com- might be (1) the hour was late
and senators did not want to
ments and suggestions.
prolong the meeting and (2)
they had already formulated a
AmyUuereb
position on an offensive war
Karen Johnston
long before the senate meeting
was held. It would be hard to
imagine that an alert and intelligent academic had not
heard about, read about and
talked to death the issues arising in the Persian Gulf.
Certainly, had they felt that
As the senator who introduced more discussion was called for,
theanti-warresolutionintothe a move to table would have
Faculty Senate, I would like to been in order and the matter
respond to the commentary by could have been postponed
Charles McGehee that ap- until the next meeting.
The significant facts to me
pearedin last week's Observer.
I particularly want to take are that the motion to get the
issue with McGehee's conclu- resolution on the agenda, which
sion that, because the Senate requires a two-thirds vote, was
passed the resolution over- passed by voice (only a scatterwhelmingly by voice vote with- ing of "nays" were heard) and
out debate, they lack backbone. the senators had a copy of the
That implies the senators voted resolution before them all duras they did because they were ing the meeting. It was not a
intimidated. Intimidated by last-minute surprise.
Of course, they had not had
whom? Certainly not by me! I
time to consult their constituhave no hold over them.
Intimidation is often occa- See LETTERS I page 7
sioned by those higher up in

Anti-war vote
not caused by
intimidation
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'No comment': Don't take lame way out
by Marla Pugh

COMMENTARY

Staff reporter

he "no comment" comment
says a lot.
As a reporter, it is common
for people to want to avoid
you. The press is regarded as the
enemy by most. (I'm not sure why, because some of us are really nice
people. Really!) But the press can
also be a good friend.
Our goal is to find out every possible
angle on a story so that you (the
reader) can have the best idea of
what's going on. But sometimes
people don't want to talk, and walls
are put up.
The most frequently used building
block in setting up these walls is the
three-syllable phrase all reporters
have grown to hate: "No comment."
By using "no comment" people hope
to get the press off their back and

T

stay out of trouble by keeping their
mouth shut. It's an easy escape route,
really.
'
But let me give "no comm.enters"
some advice. This escape route could
have some roadblocks.
"No comment" says more than just,
"I'd rather stay out of this."
It also can be connotated as meaning a whole bunch of things you
probably didn't mean to say, like:
• "I don't care enough about this
issue to take the time to express my
concern or thoughts about it."
• "I don't know enough about this
issue to make a comment."
• "I'm not going to say anything
because I'm trying to hide something."
• "I don't want to be the first to say
something if no one else is talking."

fully sanctioned by the university and advertised in several
ents about the issue, but this locations. Imagine my disapsort of situation is not uncom- pointment ·when a group of
mon in legislative settings. older men insisted on talking
After all, Senator Slade Gor- loudly throughout the readton didn't consult me before he ings. Several times poets and
voted to give Pres. George Bush writers were forced to raise
their voices in order to be heard
war-making authority.
above the sound ofthe chattering men. In response, the men
Larry Lowther
glared and raised their own
History Department
voices further. After the reading several people who had
come to hear Central's poets
and writers commented on the
rudeness of the men and asked
if anything could be done to
prevent such interruptions
during the following day's
Last week contributors to meeting.
Central's literary magazine, I contacted Keith Champagne,
Manastash, read their work in Student Activities assistant
the SUB South Cafeteria at director; he kindly had a sign
noon. As Manastash editor, I ·made up announcing the readcoordinated the event with ing. I also took the precaution
StudentActivities' staff. It was of asking those who had not

From LETTERS I page 6

Older people:
Your actions
send message

You might say we are being bad
little reporters for deciding on the
We're not asking you to right word to describe your "no
comment" comment. But it's accurate,
hand over the Nixon
it's
what you said, and hey, maybe
tapes or divulge top
you'll think twice next time before
secret information
taking the easy escape route.
And whether we decide on "de(although it would be
1 clined" or "refused" it is still up to the
nice). We're just asking reader to decide what "no comment"
for an intelligent,
really means.
So next time you have the urge to
thoughtful statement.
say "no comment," think about what
you really want to say.
We're not asking you to hand over
• "I don't mind talking about it the Nixon tapes or divulge top secret
just not ~o you."
information (although it would be
But let me tell you... if you say "no
nice.) We're just asking for an intellicomment" to me, I will put that in a
gent, thoughtful statement. Whether
story. IfI like you 111 write "he or she you make it general or specific it's up
declined to comment," and if I don't
to you, but it at least shows that you
like you or if you were (god forbid)
care enough about the issue and you
nasty to me, I will write "he or she
care enough about the people that it
refused to comment." Get the picture? affects.

come for the reading to move
into the main cafeteria so they
would not be disturbed by the
readings. The men complied
and the second-day readings
went smoothly.
What distrubs me about this
incident is the message those
men sent to listeners in the
area. They made it clear their
lack of interest in the event
authorized them to talk, laugh
and otherwise disturb listeners and speakers alike. Their
selfish behavior indicated to
those around that there is no
need to pay attention to other
members of the college community. I learned later these
men were administrators.
I would like to send a message
to the men and others like
them: Often I have heard people
like you complain about the
rudeness of today's youth; you
say you are horrified when
young people show no respect.

Yet your behavior acts as a
model for students around you.
When they see you talking
throughout a scheduled event,
showing no respect for those
either participating in or listening to the event, how can
you expect them to learn courtesy?
A college campus is a place for
education in more ways than
one. Students should learn not
only the facts and figures
taught in class, but also how to
act in a world that expects
cooperation and courtesy.
When administrators behave
like a bunch of territorial tom
cats, refusing to allow others
their rights in a public area,
then it is hardly surprising that
our students are sometimes
rude and selfish.
In fact, I would like to commend those students who did
listen quietly, who do understand the importance oflisten-

ing and enjoying the work of
others. They are a credit to the
college.
It is a pity some of our administrators apparently are not.

Shannon Hopkins

Letter writers
Bring your typewritten
letters (no longer than 253
words) to The Observer,
Bouillion Hall 227.
Letters must include a
signed name and daytime
number for verification.
We give preference to
letters about campus events
and issues; other letters may
be published eventually.
Letters considered libelous
(unsubstantiated accusations) will not be publish~d. ·
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like every Macintosh computer, the LC is easy to set up and easy to
master. And it runs thousands of available applications that all work in the
same, consistent way-so once you've learned one program, you're well
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yourself. It's better than a dream- it's a Macintosh.
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SCENE
'Raunchy Ronda' directs 'Vampire Lesbians'
by Samantha Swain
Staff reporter

The pressure to fly through
college, grab a degree, and
makeitin the real worldhasn't
frazzled Central senior Elise
Brinson.
At 25, she has changed her
major three times and has no
regrets about the seven years
she has spent in college.
Brinson graduated from Prairie High School in Vancouver,
Wash. She received an A.A.
degree from Clark Community
College, then transferred to
Central as a junior.
"I came to Central to get a
degree in elementary education, then it changed to psychology, then drama," Brinson
said.
The spark of interest in the
field of theater came when she
was involved in the education
department at Central.
"There was a drama class that
I could take as an elective, and
then I gotinvolvedin the drama
department," said Brinson.
Her first role in a play at
Central was in the 1989 production of"MaleAnimal." Since
then she has been i.nvolvecl in
every production, either on
stage as a performer or backstage helping to build sets or
man the costumes.
For those who have seen her
perform, there is a familiar
aura about the characters she
portrays.
"Because of the person that I
am, and my physical appear-

Walt Atkinson!The Observer

Central senior Elise Brinson will direct the upcoming spring play, "Vampire Lesbians of
Sodom and Sleeping Beauty Coma." The play opens March 1 at McConnell Auditorium.

ance, I am placed in more
comedic roles. That is usually
the way the women are separated," said Brinson.
Her work with comedy can
also be remembered thi-ough
U.C.T.V. (University Comedy
Television). Two years ago
Brinson wrote a comedy skit
based on a character she created called "Raunchy Ronda."
She has been asked to create
another skit that will air this
spring.
Brinson's involvement with
the drama department has

grown. She is the president of
the Associated Central Theater Company, she received a
departmental work scholarship
last year, and was nominated
for Irene Ryan theater scholarship during last year's season.
"It's almost like having a job
as well as going to school," said
Brinson, "You go to school
during the day and speri.d free
time and evenings working in
theater."
Brinson also gave up most of
her free time last summer to

an

her first paying theater job.
She was stage manager for
Laughing Horse Summer
Theater, a program affiliated
with Central.
"It was an excellent experience," said Brinson. "It reassured me of the fact that theater is what I want to do with my
life."
Her latest endeavor is directing one of the upcoming spring
plays. "Vampire Lesbians of
Sodom and Sleeping Beauty
Coma" is the title of the combination oftwo one-act plays that

Brinson has chosen for her
senior project.
"I decided on it spring quarter
of last year," said Brinson.
"When I read it, it appealed to
my personal sense ofhumor. It
was new and different for the
department."
The play is a combination of
one-acts about two rival vampires that meet throughout
time. It starts in ancient Sodom
and moves through Hollywood
in the twenties to present day
Las Vegas.
The costumes, designed by
Becky Llewellyn, will include
'20s-style fashions and '60s
Bntish mod attire. Expect to
see micro mini-skirts, go-go
boots and plastic clothes.
Auditions have already been
held and the cast list is as follows: Andy Hoffman, Todd
Oliver, Danielle Cherry, Leesa
Thayer, Sean White, Tricia
Thiel, Joe Lindsay, Scott
Smith, Mike Wilson, Greg
Goessman, Abe Stanton,
Alyssa Larimore, andNellinda
Lewis.
After Brinson finishes with
the spring quarter play and
graduates, she hopes to work
in summer theater and eventually move to Seattle.
"I'll start pounding the pavement looking for a job in theater somewhere, " said Brinson.
Until then, her latest work,
"Vampire Lesbians of Sodom
and Sleeping Beauty Coma,"
can be seen starting March 1,
at Tower Theater in Central's
drama department.

Ellensburg's music scene has 'Glum' outloo~
Gina Zukoski

gigs.
"I was influenced by my
parent's musical taste," said
Although borrowed from a Mendoza, 23. "They were into
pessimistic character in Pink Floyd and The Doors."
Gulliver's Travels, this 'band's During high school,'he was in a
name does not typify their band called Suburban Delinsound or outlook.
- quents, "part ofthe punk moveGlum, one of the newest ment in Seattle."
bands on the Ellensburg scene,
"I played in a band called
is gearing up for its next show Fallen Angel in Tacoma," said
Brown, also 23. "Black Sabon March 1.
A four-piece ensemble, Glum's bath ... is always at the root of
personnel list includes Bren- what I play."
don Mendoza (lead vocals), Rick
Said Rangel, 24, "I learned by
Price (lead guitar), Steve a.k.a. playing in my uncle's band,
'Steb' Brown (bass), and Chano called The Rangel Brothers. We
Rangel (drums).
played in the Sunnyside area. I
The bands focus is all origi- incorporated the Mexican style
nal. The music and lyrics have that I played then into my
been written collectively, draw- current drum style."
ing from each member's expe- · "I like Black Sabbath . . . and
older bands like Kiss," Rangel
riences and backgrounds.
"Our first tune, 'Flashes of said. "My favorite drummer
Brilliance', I · developed the would be Jon Bonham ... I rebasic riff for when I was six- ally like his style."
teen, and have been carrying it
Price, 22, "grew up listening
around ever since," said Price. to bands like AC/DC, Slayer,
Other original songs include and Venom."
'Children's Misery' which, acAll members share an apprecording to Mendoza, is about ciation for the currently HOT
child abuse, and 'Micro Dot' Seattle sound, including the
which emphasizes "excesses in bands Alice in Chains,
indulgence."
Soundgarden, and Son of Man.
While the bands musical style
"We all share excitement
is _beyond categorization and about the success of Seattle's
not easily defined, conclusions metal and alternative bands,"
can be drawn considering each said Price.
member's influences and past
When asked about their deEntertainment reporter

racy

ager

e

Glum members Rick Price,Chano Rangel, Brendon Mendoza and Steb Brown

sire to play the Seattle scene,
the band responded that they
consider Seattle the next logical step, possibly playing clubs
in the Vogue or Off Ramp vein.
All members expressed certain degrees offrustration with
the music scene locally. Said
Price, "a lot of people want to
hear live music, but then re-

ally don't get out and hear it."
The band shared this thought:
if there was more support for
live music, then there would be
more live music.
Mendoza also expressed personal frustration and anger
with people's unwillingness to
pay a cover charge in
Ellensburg, (which this writer

would tell you is a given in any
other town). "But it is tough to
change people's ways," he
added.
Glum last performed downstairs at Adeline's in October,
with the Seattle band Barn
Barn.

See GINA/page 9
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'Rods headline SUB fest
From GINA I page 8
But, "to get people involved
in this town, it's important to
do all-ages gigs," said Mendoza.
Next Friday night, in the
SUB Ballroom, this will
happen. Beginning about
9:00, you can hear three
different local bands. The
Fuzzheads will open, followed by Glum, with The
Divining Rods closing out
the show.
Everybody is welcome, and
all ages are encouraged to attend. The charge is incredibly reasonable - only $3.00
for three bands!
It is this writer's firm
contention that the event is
an excellent opportunity to
enjoy, (and in the process
support) local live music.
And really, the success of
this and future events depends upon all of us.
Another Local Band: is
Mere Image. You may have
heard this group on campus

at Al-Monty, Harry B.s, last
spring's RHC Carnival, or the
Winterfest Tolo.
Membership includes Chris
Curtis (keys/guitar/vocals),
Baggy Balles (bass/vocals),
Jim Larson (lead guitar),
Jason Suko (guitar/vocals),
and Kevin Corbin (drums).
Drawn together through a
mutual friend and also living
in the same dorm, this band
is rather versatile switching
instruments and lead vocal
chores.
Their set list currently contains about 90 percent covers,
including hits by Van Halen,
Steve Miller, The Beatles, U2
and The Cult.
They are now leaning more
toward originals, with all
members composing music
and lyrics.
While they have yet to play
any off-campus gigs, they are
confident that they will soon
be doing so ..
Speaking of bands: I'm
sure you're wondering what
The Divining Rods are up
to.

They will be playing in the
SUB Ballroom on March 1,
with the Fuzzheads and
Glum
On March 16th, Adeline's
will have a St. Patty's Day
Blowout featuring The D.
Rods.
I contacted Ace Records to
inquire about the availability
of their EP cassette War
Stories.
As of 2/19/91, there are still
no copies in stock. However,
last time I spoke to the band,
they were in the process of
having more made, so keep
checking!
In the February 1991 issue
of Backlash, one of Seattle's
music review magazines, the
page 10 'cassettes review
column' includes these
thoughts about the band:
". .. The Divining Rods play
punchy, intelligent postpower pop [and their EP]
War Stories proves this band
can not only write songs and
play their instruments, but
do both at a high level."
Way to go, band!
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TOP TEN CENTRAL RECRUITMENT SLOGANS
10. Meet our decisive, unified Faculty Senate!
. 9. Ask the athletic department about our E-Z credit terms!
8. Just across the street from Frazzini's!
7. Our restrooms are clean and accessible!
6. We're closer than Pullman to anything interesting!
5. Only one freshman dies each year!
4. We attract big-name musical performers!
3. Winter over in Siberia Ganges!

and spend the summer on the

2. Join our complimentary "no confidence" vote program!
1. First round's on us!

An Observer is
a terrible thing
-to waste_
Please recycle

TALENT SHOW '91

~

·~

HONEY HILL FARMS@
THE ULTIMATE FROZEN YOGURTrw

Offers car care products to maintain and
beautify your car

Spring is coming~-a good time to wash the
winter grime off ofyour earl

Buy
Your Tickets
Early

Prizes & Awards
FREE to Participants:
Schick RIZlll'I

Schick Super Hoops gym b9ga

to wlnnera

TICKETS AVAILABLE AT THE SUB INFORMATION BOOTH
PRICE: $3.00 FACH
DON'T MISS A GREAT SHOW!
Prizes provided by The University Store
For more information,
call Partyline, 925-8888.
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9-allery features homemade paper

What's Happening ...
In Music ... at Hertz Recital
Hall:
-Thurs. Feb. 21 8 p.m.
Symphonic band
Andrew Spencer,
conductor
-Wed. Feb. 27 8 p.m.
Percussion ensemble
Andrew Spencer,
director
In Film ... at McConnell
Auditorium:
-Sat. Feb. 23 7 p.m.
Classic Eilm Series
"Guys and Dolls"

Courtesy of Sarah Spurgeon Gallery

"Conceal In Life/Reveal In Death", is the work of artist Dianne L. Reeves. It is constructed of i
handmade coir and abaca paper, palm fronds, bones and seed pods.
by Samantha Swain
Staff reporter

Central's Sarah Spurgeon Art
Gallery opened a new exhibit
Feb.18. The exhibit, "Paper In
Dimension," features handmade paper by national artists. The exhibit is curated by
Amanda Degener and Margaret Ahrens Sahlstrand.
Degener teaches at Minneapolis College of Art and De-

-Sun. Feb. 24 7 p.m.
C1assic Film Series
"HenryV"

exhibit
"Paper In Dimension"
Misc ...
-Sat. Feb. 23 8 p.m.
Jazz Concert featuring
Ethel Ennis
SUB ballroom
-Sat. Feb. 23 8 p.m.
Verdi's "Manzoni
Requiem"
performed by CWU
Chamber Choir,
Yakima Symphony
Chorus, Bellevue
Chamber Singers and
Yakima Symphony
Capitol Theater,
Yakima
-Tues. Feb. 26 7:30 p.m.
LGA Fashion Show
Barto Lounge

In Art ... at Sarah Spurgeon
sign. She has a B.A. from Ben- a reception and lecture by DeGallery;
nington College and an MFA gener. The lecture will be in
-Sat. March 2 8 p.m.
· from the Yale School of Art.
Randall Hall room 118 and is
Talent Show '91
-through March 15
Sahlstrand is a professor of open to the public.
McConnell Auditorium
Handmade paper
art at Central. She received a
"Paper in Dimension" will be
B.A. from Linderwood College on exhibit until March 15.
and an MFA from the U n i v e r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - · - - - sity of Iowa.
The exhibit includes artists
from Buffalo, N.Y.; Houston,
Texas; Charlotte, N.C.; and
Bethel, Mont. ·
Today at 3 p.m., there will be

Our
~xperience

l ,i.,ifi !_i:. :·:1::::1:_:.:;:1.. ··. }.••

shows
on
you.
Krissy Schupp
CWU stuc..'ent on
her way

to goal/

-

PLUS ! ! FREE WEEK
With Purchase of 8 Weeks
103 E. 4th (Davidson Bldg)

-

962~6607

Hours: M-F 7 am-5pm, Sat. by appointment

Linder Chiropractic Center
Located .next to campus
1011 N. Alder
962-2570

Dr. Myron
Linder

Dr. Sandy
Linder

Dr. Maynard
Linder

f:l Sound Health Preferred Provider.
f:l Emergency calls and Saturday appointments available.
f:l Largest Chiropractic Center in Kittitas County.

&

glacier peaks in the Northwest. Last
October Lou completed a climb up
Mt. Kilimanjaro in East Africa.

&
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SPORTS
Men still have shot at .500 season
'Cats have won. 12 of pasf 18
Swim.m.ers
after 1-8 start; Wl?-itwort4 last host
by Phil Hoffman
Staff reporter

•

.

Walt Atkinson/The Observer

Jason Pepper (24) skies above a Seattle Pacific player as
center Terry Britt (44) blocks out for a rebound.

MEN'S BASKETBALL

Pirates is 6-0 guard Steve
Depsite a 1-8 start,
Mihas, who leads the team
Central's men's basketball
in scoring at 17.6 points per
team has a shot at a .500
game.
season.
He's joined in double
Central journeyed to Sitka,
figures by center Doug
Alaska last Saturday and
Loiler (13.8) and forward
beat the Sheldon Jackson
Kevin Smith (11.0) . .
Seals 93-84, pushing the .
Jason Pepper and Larry
'Cats record to 13-14.
Fos~er led Central's charge
Central would have a 10-4
agamst the Seals with 20
district mark had they not
points each. Calhoun and
been slapped with NAIAOtto Pijpker added 12 points
imposed sanctions.
To fimsh with a .500 season each and Jay Shinnick had
11.
under first-year coach Gil
Pijpker also matced Terry
Coleman, Central needs a
Britt's team-high eight
win against Whitworth
tomorrow night at Nicholson rebounds.
Pepper leads the team in
Pavilion. Tipoff is 7:30 p.m.
Seniors Jason Eckert, Norm scoring at nearly 1 7 points
per game, and is second in
Calhoun, and Greg Sparling
the district in steals. Pepper
are expected to be in the
starting lineup for their final needs just two steals to tie
Jim Toole's school-record of
game in a Central uniform.
79. '
Central will be out to
avenge an earlier loss to the · Britt leads Central's board
attack with S.6 rebounds per
Pirates, who beat the 'Cats
contest, which is also ninth79-72, Jan. 15 in Spokane.
best in the district.
Leading the way for the

Wrestlers take 3rd at district
tourney, ·prepare for nationals
by Greg L. Miller
Sports editor

Central's wrestling team had
. its best finish in five years at
the regional meet last Saturday in Forest Grove, Ore.
The grapplers placed third
behind tournament champion
Southern Oregon and Simon
Fraser, who are both ranked
in the Top 10 nationally.
"The team is wrestling
ahead of themselves," Coach
Jim Heikes said.
"This team is the foundation
for a national championship
in a few years," he said.
Sandy Stevenson (150) and
Mark Bonthuis (190) won individual titles for Central in
the tournament.
Stevenson won three
matches over the weekend
improving to 32-4 on the year
and established a new
Central single-season record
for victories~ eclipsing the old
mark of 30 shared by former
Wildcat wrestler's LaMoin
Merkley, Richard Esparza
and Chris Riley.
"I don't think much about
breaking record~,'' Stevenson
said.
"Everybody's goal is to win,"
he said.
Bonthuis beat Jason Riggle
from Pacific 11-8, Leon
Poirier of Simon Fraser 20-8
and then Dennis Moore from

district
nieet today
SWIMMING
by Greg L. Miller
Sports editor

Central's swimming
teams will host the
district tournament
today in the school's new
swimming complex. The
tournament will run
until Sunday.
Coach Bob Gregson
expects both teams to do
well in the district meet.
"This should be the best
district meet we've had
time wise ever,"
Coach Gregson said.
The men hope to beat
defending district champion University of Puget
Sound in the tournament.

"This should be
the best district
meet we've had
time-wise, ever"
-Coach Bob
Gregson

.The men have steadily
improved over the
season and look to
finally overtake UPS in
in the meet, while David Gra- preparation for the national
WRESTLING
tournament, and feels the tear the tournament, with
ham, Mitch Fairchild and
some help from the
should do well.
Roger Shoup placed third.
divers .
Western Oregon 6-3, in the
The last time Central ended ~ "We have a chance to place in
"The divers will have a
190-pound championship
the Top 10 at nationals," he
up in the top three at a
real influence as to
final to improve to 21-5 on the
said.
regional tournament
whether we win districts
year.
Central will take eight
was1986, when they placed
or not," Gregson said.
"It felt pretty good to win,
wrestlers to the 1991 NAIA
third, and went on to finish
"Our goal is to beat or at
and it will help get me a
National wrestling tournamer
13th in nation.
least stay close to UPS
better seeding at the national
in Butte, Montana Feb. 28Coach Heikes has the team
this weekend," he said.
tournament," Bonthius said.
March 2.
practicing two-a-days in
Central is one of only
C~aig Iverson placed second
two teams that have
divers entered in the
tournament. The points
scored by divers will be
added to Central's
overall team score, and
could prove as the
deciding factor if indeed
the Wildcat men are to
upset UPS.
The women have one of
their smallest teams in
years, with little depth
but still hope to finish
sec~nd to defending
national champion UPS
Loggers.
"Our goal for the women
is for individual swimmers to get good national
qualifying times in the
meet," Gregson said.
Joining UPS and Central at the tournament
will be Simon Fraser
Walt Atkinsonffhe Observer.
Pacific Lutheran
'
Central's eight national qualifiers for the national tournament. From upper left to right· Mark
Whitman, Whit~orth
Bonthius, Roger Shoup, Craig Iverson and Sandy Stevenson. Bottom left to right· Nick
Lindfield, Lewis-Clark
State and Willamette.
~astri, David Graham, Mitch Fairchild and Jason Stevenson.
'
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Baseball
team
beaten
byWSU
Wildcats
hom.e opener
this Sunday

The Observer

Lady 'Cats 1eliminated from playoff contention
Women lose
final 12 games
to end season
by Greg L. Miller
Sports ~ditor

The Lady Wildcats officfally
eliminated themselves from
any playoff contention with
their 11th consecutive loss

Monday night.
Sheldon Jackson handed the
women their 13 district loss
of the season, by beating
Central 81-71.
Stacey Gordon led the Lady
'Cats with 19 points for the
game, but it wasn't enough to
overcome the Seals.
Ann Bowen and Gretchen
Chronis each added 13 points
in the team's most CiUCial
loss of the season, that ended

the Wildcats last chance for a
post-season berth.
Earlier in the week Central
lost to the University of
Puget Sound 84-73.
In that game Ann Bowen led
the Wildcats with 20 points
and eight rebounds. Gretchin
Chronis, who scored 12 was
the only other player in
double figures for the 'Cats.
Desiree Phelps also contributed a game high nine assists

in the Wildcat's losing effort.
The Lady 'Cats ended their
season by falling 81-68 to
Sheldon Jackson Tuesday
night.
Sherrie Barlow led the Lady
'Cats with 22 points in the
game.
The women ended their
season with 12 consecutive
losses, and finished with a 313 district record and 9-21
record overall.

by Greg L. Miller
Sports editor

The Wildcat baseball team
opened the season last Saturday with a pair of losses
to Washington State (9-5
and 12-3) at Columbia Basin College.
The team will now prepare
for its home opener this
Sunday when they host the
University of Washington.
Catcher Chad Bala set a
school-record tying performance in the first game
goingfive-for-five, withfour
singles and a double to pace
Central in the first game.
Bala became the · seventh
player in school history to
get five hits in a single game.
Jim Paoletti and Scott
Chamberlain also provided
highlights in the first game
as they hit homeruns for
the Wildcats.
Paoletti hit a one-run blast
in second, for the 'Cats first
run ofthe season and Chamberlain had a two-run shot
in the ninth inning.
In the second game Tom
Magruder led Central with
two hits.
Chamberlain also contributed with a hit and two runs
as the Wildcats fell 12-3.
For the day Loren Sandhop, Brent Johnson,
Magruder, Paoletti and
Chamberlain collected two
hits each.
Pitching for the games
provided some good performances for the 'Cats, as
they used six different pitch~
ers.
Mike Leininger pitched
strongly in the first game,
giving up only three hits
and picking off two runners
in three innings of work,
while not allowing an
earned run.
Mike Thomas and Greg
Feeder also pitched well for
the Wildcats.
Thomas struck out four and
walked four in a three-in_.
ning stint in the second
game, giving up five hits
and two runs. Feeder
pitched one scoreless inning
for the 'Cats.
Central showed some pop
with the bat, hitting .294
with 20 hits in the twin-bill
against Washington State.
The losses to WSU are not
surprising considering that
the Cougars swept their
five-game series against
Central last season and lead
the all-time series 63-13-1.
After Central's home opening games against the Huskies, scheduled to begin at
noon, the team will travel
to Lewiston to compete in
the Lewis-Clark State Invitational, March 1-3.

Experience comfort in cxcicing new color:;

,---

.-1'_'"1ill,~/...!!.

anJ scylcs for men, women
anJ chilJren. Repair
service <lVLlilahlc.

:,\. ~ .

,.~ -::-- -

MUNDY'S SHOES
Fourth and Pearl

925-9725

I 03 KQBE, ASCWU~Student Activities
and Minority Affairs presents ....... .
The Legendary:

Ethel Ennis
One of the greatest new jazz singers!
with

John Moawad

conducting
the Award Winning

Jazz Band I.

Tickets available
at Berry's and
SUB Accounting
Students $5.50
General S6.50

Walt Atkinson/The Observer

•

(34) Heidi Trepanier goes in for the layup in the Wilcats loss
to UPS 84-73 last week as forward Darci Riley (30) looks on.
Feburary 23rd
8:00pm
SUB Ballroom

Ever wanted to be a sports reporter?
Do you have what it takes to be
a reporter for the Observer?
Bring your application to Boullion
Hall room 243, or call 963-1250 and
ask for Prof. Gil Neal

A FESTIVAL OF THE ARTS 1991 Featured presentaticm.

C Qn you ll1 o-.kE! chcd k tolk?
Win 4 tickets to the NCAA West Regionals!
We'll take you over and back again in a .limo!
Does this sound like a party or what?!

It's

Adeline's

I

-

1st ever

I
Rules (yes, there are rules)

Give us
WORDS OF WISDOM!

UNIV'ERSAL TRUTHS!
~ORO~\C. PH RAsi::.s

• Contest runs from February 15th through March 16th on the downstairs walls ONLYI
e Adeline's will provide the chalk and a ladder. You provide your creativity on the wallsl
•The winner will be announced at our March 16th ST. PA TTY'S DAY BLOWOUTfeaturing
THE DIVINING RODS!
• Call us for more details!
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INTRAMURAL BASKETBALL
STANDINGS AS OF 2-15-91
WOMEN'S "W"

TEAM
PATTI HAINE
DEBBIE NORRIS
MICHELLE HOWARD
TEQUILLA SHOTS
GINA SAXBY
KARTS
TEAM CBA

MENS OPEN "Y"

WON
5
5
5
5
2
2
0

LOST
1
1
1

1
4
4
6

SPORTSMANSHIP
9.50
9.70
9.70
8.60
8.80
8.80
7.80

MENS OPEN "T"

TEAM
ULTIMATE ILLUSION
LOREN JUHKE
JAMMERS
CREDIT CARD LEAPERS
U MIGHT AS WELL QUIT
JEFFERY RICHARDS
SMAC~

SHOES UNLIMITED

WON
5
5

TEAM
INTENSITY II
5 SLOW WHITE BOYS
CLAM DIGGERS
GUNNERS INC
DUDES
CHOW BOXERS
THE CAMERONS
SUB SHOP

4

3
3
3
1
1

LOST
1
1
2
3
3
3
5
5

SPORTSMANSHIP
8.60
8.20
8.40
7.90
9.30
9.20
8.10
9.00

LOST
0
1
2
3
3
4
5
6

SPORTSMANSHIP
7.80
9.10
7.50
6.80
9.00
9.30
8.80
9.10

MENS SIX FOOT AND UNDER "D"

WON
6
5
5
3

LOST
0
1
1
3
4
4
5
5

1

2
1
1

SPORTSMANSHIP
9.00
8.60
8.70
8.50
8.00
6.07
8.20
7.80

"IT'S A GIRL~

FORT

WON
6
5
4
3
3
2
1
0

TEAM
THUNDERSTRUCK
SCREAMIN CAUCASIANS
BRUSIN BEACH BALLS
THUNDERBIRDS
MIX IT UP
FROSTED FLAKES
HIP SHOOTERS
BALL BOYS

MAC~

ARMY SURPLUS

962-3587

413 N. Main

Full Color
Instant Copies.
Your papers, projects and presentatim.s
become dazzling with 4-color Cannon copies
from the folks who make you look great on paper.

~s1i\ WIN'TER W'EAR· c~~

6~c

CLEARANCE! ~::.~
¢
U.S. WOOL PANTS
COATS
Birth. dNtfb or critirnf iffnesslt'ben they need 111 k11011 : 11·e reach tbe111

1\venty-four hours a day,,
365 days a year-no matter
where our Armed Forces arethc American Red Cross delivers
emergency messages and provides
other critical services for their
families.

American
Red Cross

3rd & Main

(509) 925-1234

~30%

OFF!

HEALTH & FITNESS FAIR

German Field Coats $20° 0
European Pea Coat $17'° 0
Parkas
$14P 0 to $15° 0
THIS IS ABSOLUTELY YOUR LAST CHANCE TO TAKE
FULL ADVANTAGE OF THESE LOW. LOW PRICES!

Wednesday, February 27th
10:00 A.M. to 2:00 P.M.

45°/oOFF
RETAIL!

Sa1nuelson Union Bldg.

FEATURING
Blood Pressure, Body Fat, Stress
and Cholesterol Chcckh1g.
Nutrition Tips.
Body Building & Aerobic Demos.

And Much, Much More !
Sponsored by: University Recreation

Hearing on Financial Aid

·. You heard

· it here ... ·

Monday, February 25, the Legislature will
discuss financial aid for students.
The hearing will be held in House Hearing
Room C in Olympia.
Any interested students and especially
PARENTS can testify.
The more people there are to testify, the
better the chances of increasing financial aid.

rn·h·.·- · . .L
....•b. . . -· . ... .

. •. _.t·t
'>

' .

e . . •·•· 1 ra,ry
..
. .

>iii•<'

.

For More Information
Call 963-1693 and ask for Lorna Jackson

Congratulations, Emerging Lea_ders! .
You'fe doing a great 'job!
Vanessa Perry

Erin Stokes

le:nn..ifersh ·
CQepe-Patters
011
sba~

Aaron "Beaty

c\\!1stie

Kristy Ojala

oJ.l\

Heather Flodstr .

Veronica 1-L
ouser
Kris Henry

Festival of the Arts
February 21
Musicians in the Yakima Room
Noon, SUB
Concert: Symphonic Band
8 p.m. Hertz Auditorium

February 22
Art Lecture
C.T.Chew
7:30 p.m. Randall Hall 117

Cultural Film Series
10 a.m.- Noon
SUB Pit

·Classic Film Series
"Guys and Dolls"
7 p.m. McConnell Auditorium

Ethel Ennis
8 p.m. SUB Ballroom

Musicians in the Yakima Room
Noon, SUB

February 28 - March 1
February 27
Concert: Percussion Ensemble
8 p.m. Hertz Auditorium

ASCWU

February 23

Jazz Singer:
Music: Spectre "Unplugged"
(acoustic)

February 25-28

,,. •.

Orchesis Dance Theater
"Winter Studio Night"
8 p.m. Nicholson Pavilipn
Dance Studio 106

This is a aid advertisement.
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ETC
Top Ten Observer
headlines that
would create a
•
panic
1o. Administration backs proposed alcohol ban
9. Frederick loans player 25 cents to order pizza

••••
The
Weekly

42 Roman 1001

ACROSS

43 Repulse
1 Moccasin
4 Evaluates
9 Paddle
12 Goddess of
healing
13 Musical drama
14 Consumed
15 Confidence
17 Distended
19 Flesh
21 Weight of India
22 Argues
25 Title of respect
29 Spanish article
30 Renovate
32 Epic sea tale
33 Gratuity
35 Lavishes
tondess on
37 Fall behind
38 Short jacket
40 Harvests

45 Eccentric
47 A state: abbr.
49 Location
50 Touching
54 Wants
57 Veneration
58 Earn
60 Cry of cow
61 Wager
62 Zodiac sign
63 Stitch

Crossword
Puzzle

DOWN
1 Fondle
2 Ventilate
3 Fragment
4 Revolved
5 Newsgathering
org.
6 Spread for
drying

7 Goddess of
10 Devoured
discord
11 Crimson
8 Capital of
16 Scorch
Oregon
18 Macaws
9 Grain
20 Choir voice
-....-----. 22 Hinder
23 Choice part
24 Mediterranean
vessel
26 Pigeon pea
27 Trumpeter bird
28 Enchantment
31 Has on one's
person
34 Parent: colloq.
_,.__...........,__. 36 Dashes
39 Tidy
41 Surfeit
44 South American
animal
46 Abounds
48 Genus of
maples
50 Engineer's
compartment
51 Be in debt
52 Seine
53 Prefix: three
55 Female deer
~+--+---! 56 Seed
59 That is: abbr .

......+-.....,--4
_.,._.....,--4

8. Wellington the mascot chews off own leg to escape from
bear trap.
7. Garrity, Playgirl reach terms
6. New student judicial conduct code ·rules passed: Men now
prohibited from using "really lame" pickup attempts on women
5. BOD endorses campuswide Lycra/Spandex boycott
4. Police agree to release student names for 'Campus Cops'
3. Faculty Senate passes anti-tooth decay resolution
2. Trustees approve comprehensive rap ban
1. Edington to defend World Wrestling Federation crown
COUEGE PRESS SERVICE

DILBERT® by Scott Adams
tu, I'M JUDY!
YOU MU5T BE

HOW DO I
LOOK?

DILBERT.

Utt ... fETCtHNG.

SCUBA LESSONS & SUPPLIES.
Sign up now. Contact John Moser Jr.
925-1272.
Student Eiilplcymept
These people will be representing their
companies on our Campus this month.
They will be hiring for summer employment. Please come into The Student Employment Office located in
Barge 205 and ~ign up for your interview, or if you would like more information on these groups or future groups
that will be coming to our Campus
please come into our office.
Feb. 21, Boise Cascade-SUB Room
105 9:00a.m.-5:00p.m.
Feb. 25, Camp Easter Seal-SUB Room
103 9:00a.m.-3:00p.m.
Feb. 22, Crater Lake Resort - SUB
Room 107 9:00 a.m. -5:00 p.m.
Summer Camp Staff Wanted for the
following camps; Camp Fire camps
KILLOQUA,
ROGANUNDA,
SEALTH; SWEYOLAKAN and
ZANIKA-LACHE; CYO camps DON
BOSCO, GALLAGHER and HAMILTON; and Girl Scout camps RIVER
RANCH and ROBBINSWOLD. Contact Student Employment to schedule
an on-campus interview Friday, March
8.
Professor (her) and school Psychologist (him) want to provide a loving,
joyous, secure home to an infant. Call
Collect: Ron and Kate-(206)-782-2196,
or Rita Bender,
attorney - (206)-623-6501.
STUDY ABROAD! Academic Programs Worldwide. Information Available March 5 in the SUB. 10 a.m. - 2
p.m. Center for Study Abroad. (206)726-1498.

SECRETARIAL SERVICES
\Vord Processing
Tenn Pa1w1·s/Pl'ojccts/
These~

Reasonable Ilates
H62-6:-l78

Cruise Shi.P Jobs

HIRING Men - Women. Summer/
Year Round. PHOTOGRAPHERS,
TOUR GUIDES, RECREATION PERSONNEL
Excellent pay plus FREE travel. Caribbean,
Hawaii. Bahamas, South Pacific. Mexico.
CALL NOWI Call refundable .
1-20&-~~oo. Ext.~

EXCITING JO~ IN ALASKA

I
A GOOD
--- NIGttT
KISS rs
GUE~~

HIRING Men - Women. Summer/Year

Fe.1Ct\ \

Tt\f\T ENDED

OUT OF Tt\E
QUE~TION.

MORE GMCE-

)

M05T Of MY

FULLY THl\N

Round. Fishing, Canneries, Logging.
Mining, Construction, Oil Companies.
Skilled/Unskilled. Transportation

$600 plus weekly. CALL NOWI

1-206-736-7000. Ext . ....fil.Q!J

Df\TE~.

1•10·11

~

.•• ~D IN TI1E
NEWS . . .

.•• OODY PART5
WEf\E 5TREWN
FOR MllE5 ...
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February Art
paintings and puppets by

James Eisenberg
Open 9:30-5:30
Monday thru Saturday
12-4 Sundays

204 E.4th

962-2375

(

FRAZZINI.' S PIZZA PLACE

pizza
place

FAST SAFE DELIVERY 925·9855

FAST SAFE DELIVERY 925-9855

------------------------------~------------------------------~
FRAZZINI'S PIZZA PLACE

pizza
place

